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The Descendant Now Available For Mac 
_________________________________________________________________________________ 
Gaming Corps announced today that their Story Driven Episodic Game The Descendant, 
released on PC Steam, is now available on Mac. 
 
“The Descendant plays great on Mac and we know many Mac owners love the Interactive Story 
Telling genre. We are happy to now include Mac players to our growing community.” Said Jean-Marc 
Broyer, President, Gaming Corps. 
 
THE DESCENDANT is a five-part episodic adventure game series, 3 Episodes have already been 
released with the 4th and 5th installment to be released before the end of the year. 
 
In THE DESCENDANT, the end of the world is only the start. With what remains of humanity 
protected in underground Ark facilities, your mission is to keep survivors alive, while discovering a 
far greater conspiracy buried within Ark-01. 
 
http://www.descendantgame.com/  
 
After climate change wrecked the planet, a man-made extinction event wiped humankind off the face 
of the Earth. Only a few thousand ‘descendants of humanity’ were hand-picked to survive the 
apocalypse, cryogenically suspended in underground bunkers known as Arks.  
Centuries passed. The world recovered from the nuclear holocaust, and all the Arks reopened, except 
one — Ark-01.  
 
Taking place across two timelines, in the past you'll play as Mia, a janitor tasked with keeping the 
precious descendants housed within Ark-01 alive while the facility continually fails around her, and in 
the present, you'll play as Donnie, one of the investigators trying to rescue any surviving descendants 
trapped within, all while discovering a far greater conspiracy buried within the underground Ark 
complex.  
 
Every action and choice you make directly impacts who lives and who dies, leaving the fate of Ark-
01, and mankind itself, in your hands. Will you save mankind? Or doom us all? 
 
Key features 

• An episodic adventure spreading across multiple story-rich timelines  
• Investigative gameplay, challenging puzzles, tense action sequences  
• Meaningful and difficult choices with branching dialogue  
• A tailored experience, full of tension and drama  
• Every player choice can influence the future of mankind 

http://www.descendantgame.com/

